Nationals 2023 Results

Sweepstakes

Blue Ribbon

Team Events

Mu Division
Interschool (Top Team)
Hustle

Mu Division
Interschool Teams
Relay

Individual Events

Mu Composite
Alpha Composite
 Theta Composite
Mu Individual
Alpha Individual
 Theta Individual
Mu Ciphering
Alpha Ciphering
 Theta Ciphering
Mu Gemini
Alpha Gemini
 Theta Gemini
Mu Chalk Talk
Alpha Chalk Talk
 Theta Chalk Talk
Wide Open Mental Math
Open Mental Math
 Sponsor Mental Math
Wide Open Speed Math
Open Speed Math
 Sponsor Speed Math

Topic Tests

Open History of Math
Mu Limits and Derivatives
Mu Applications
Mu Area and Volume
Alpha Trigonometry
Alpha Applications
Alpha Complex Numbers
Theta Triangles
Theta Applications
Theta Conics and Analytic Geometry
Open Number Theory
Mu BC Calculus
Mu Integration
Mu Sequences and Series
Alpha Matrices and Vectors
Alpha Equations and Inequalities
Alpha Sequences and Series
Theta Circles and Polygons
Theta Equations and Inequalities
Theta Sequences and Series
Open Discrete Math
Mu Comprehensive
Mu Combinatorics and Probability
Mu Math in Physics
Alpha Analytic Geometry
Alpha Combinatorics and Probability
Alpha Math in Physics
Theta Area and Volume
Theta Logs and Exponents

Scanned Test Details

Individual Events

Mu Individual
Alpha Individual
 Theta Individual
Mu Gemini
Alpha Gemini
 Theta Gemini

Topic Tests

Open History of Math
Mu Limits and Derivatives
Mu Applications
Mu Area and Volume
Alpha Trigonometry
Alpha Applications
Alpha Complex Numbers
Theta Triangles
Theta Applications
Open Number Theory
Mu BC Calculus
Mu Integration
Mu Sequences and Series
Alpha Matrices and Vectors
Alpha Equations and Inequalities
Alpha Sequences and Series
Theta Circles and Polygons
Theta Equations and Inequalities
Open Discrete Math
Mu Comprehensive
Mu Combinatorics and Probability
Mu Math in Physics
Alpha Analytic Geometry
Alpha Combinatorics and Probability
Alpha Math in Physics
Theta Area and Volume
Theta Logs and Exponents
Theta Conics and Analytic Geometry  Theta Sequences and Series  Theta Logs and Exponents